*NOTE: These dimensions are based on the flange type shown above, and may change when other flange types are selected.

**APPLICATIONS:**
- 28–440–6
- 28–440–6/RD

**WR28 STD COVER FLANGE (UG–599/U)**

**VIEW WITH RADOME OPTION**

**THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION:**
- APPROVALS
- DATE
- DRAWN: DM 07/03/12
- CHK'D.
- APPROVED

**MATERIAL:** ALUMINUM

**TREATMENT:** __

**FINISH:** CHEM FILM

**DIMENSIONS:** UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES. TOLERANCES ARE:
- FRACTIONS: ±1/64
- ANGLES: ±1/2°

**DECLARATIONS:** SCALE
- NONE

**OTHER INFORMATION:**
- SIZE
- CAGE CODE
- ORIN4
- ATM DWG # 13952
- REVISION C

**THE INFORMATION IN THIS DRAWING IS PROPRIETARY AND SHALL NOT BE USED OR DISCLOSED WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OF ATM, INC.**
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